
My Speaking Score Continues to Innovate
TOEFL Prep with AI

ELSA delivers on-platform pronunciation feedback

Empowering Global Learners: My

Speaking Score integrates ChatGPT, fast

feedback, and AI tools for superior TOEFL

prep.

FLORENCE, ITALY, January 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- My Speaking

Score, a leader in online language

assessment, is proud to announce its

latest advancements in TOEFL

preparation technology. Leveraging the

power of artificial intelligence (AI) with

deeper integration of OpenAI's

ChatGPT, the platform now offers

unparalleled instant feedback,

bolstering its integration with

SpeechRater and e-rater and solidifying

its position as the go-to resource for

TOEFL test-takers worldwide.

Revolutionizing Language Learning

with ChatGPT: My Speaking Score has integrated the advanced language understanding

capabilities of ChatGPT to simulate real-life conversations and provide nuanced feedback. This

integration allows users to engage in lifelike interactions, enhancing speaking skills and building

Revolutionizing TOEFL prep

with AI tools, we set the

global standard.”

John Healy

confidence. ChatGPT's dynamic learning model adapts to

individual users, offering personalized practice sessions

and insights to maximize learning efficiency.

Instant Feedback for Immediate Improvement: Recognizing

the importance of timely feedback in language learning,

My Speaking Score has streamlined its feedback system to

deliver instant, actionable insights. Users can now receive immediate evaluations on their

speaking performances, including detailed analyses of pronunciation, fluency, and grammatical

accuracy. This instant feedback loop enables learners to quickly identify areas for improvement
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AI Assist answers your TOEFL questions

SpeechRater™ delivers instant TOEFL Speaking data

and track their progress over time.

Accuracy with E-Rater and

SpeechRater: At the core of My

Speaking Score's technology is ETS's e-

rater and SpeechRater. These powerful

tools provide automated scoring of

speech samples, offering assessments

that closely align with human raters.

The AI-driven systems evaluate a wide

range of linguistic features, ensuring a

comprehensive and unbiased

assessment of users' speaking

abilities.

ELSA Partnership – The Edge in

Pronunciation Training: In an exciting

collaboration, My Speaking Score has

partnered with ELSA, the leading

pronunciation training app. This

partnership brings advanced

pronunciation analysis and corrective

feedback to users, helping them refine

their accent and intonation. ELSA's

technology, combined with My

Speaking Score's comprehensive TOEFL

preparation, offers users an all-

encompassing learning experience.

A Rapidly Expanding Global User Base:

The effectiveness and innovation of My

Speaking Score have not gone

unnoticed. The platform has seen

exponential growth in its user base,

with learners from over 100 countries

embracing its technology. This diverse

community of users not only benefits

from the platform's features but also

contributes to the continuous

improvement of the AI models through

varied language inputs.

Commitment to Accessibility and User Experience: Understanding the diverse needs of its global



user base, My Speaking Score remains committed to accessibility and user experience. The

platform's intuitive design ensures that learners of all backgrounds can easily navigate and

utilize its features. Continuous updates and improvements are driven by user feedback, ensuring

that the platform evolves to meet the changing needs of learners worldwide.

Innovative Features for Comprehensive Prep: Beyond speaking, My Speaking Score provides an

all-in-one platform for TOEFL preparation. It includes writing evaluations, reading

comprehension tools, and listening exercises, all powered by AI to offer a holistic learning

experience. With these tools, users can prepare for all aspects of the TOEFL test, building the

skills and confidence needed to succeed.

Expert Support and Resources: My Speaking Score understands that technology is best

complemented by human expertise. The platform offers access to a wealth of resources,

including practice tests, strategy guides, and tips from TOEFL experts. Users can also connect

with experienced instructors for personalized coaching and advice, ensuring they have the

support they need every step of the way.

Embracing the Future of Language Learning: As AI continues to evolve, My Speaking Score

remains at the forefront, continually integrating the latest technologies to enhance its offerings.

The platform is not just a tool for test preparation; it's a partner in the language learning journey,

adapting and growing with users as they strive to reach their goals.

A Message from the Founder: "At My Speaking Score, we believe that language learning should

be accessible, effective, and engaging," says the founder, John Healy. "With the integration of

ChatGPT and other cutting-edge technologies, we're not just preparing users for the TOEFL test;

we're equipping them with the skills needed for real-world communication. We're excited to see

our platform's impact as we continue to innovate and expand our offerings."

Looking Ahead: As My Speaking Score continues to grow and innovate, it remains dedicated to its

mission of providing high-quality, accessible language learning solutions. With plans for further

technological advancements and expansions into new markets, My Speaking Score is poised to

remain a leader in the online language assessment industry.

For more information on My Speaking Score and its innovative TOEFL preparation platform, visit

www.myspeakingscore.com.

About My Speaking Score: My Speaking Score is a leading online language assessment platform

specializing in TOEFL preparation. Leveraging the latest in AI technology, including integration

with ChatGPT, e-rater, SpeechRater, and ELSA, the platform provides comprehensive, accessible,

and effective language learning tools for users worldwide. With a rapidly expanding global user

base, My Speaking Score is revolutionizing the way people prepare for language tests and

embrace the future of communication.
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